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Chapter 3521  

Commissioner Thompson’s expression changed.  

Every powerful figure in this day and age surely has a dark history behind them.  

Those things were not usually that threatening, but they would surely crumble if someone t

horoughly investigated every detail.  

After seeing Nelson Torres‘ look on his face, Commissioner Thompson’s expression franticall

y changed.  

He wanted to give in and see if he could redeem himself…  

But who knew that it would end up like this?  

He was finished!  

Not just his future, but his wealth was also about to be robbed from him!  

Commissioner Thompson showed a deathly glare at Ai Kamino.  

He would not have gone against Harvey if not for the person in front of him.  

He would not have ended up this way.  

All the wealthy ladies covered their mouths in shock.  

They did not think that Nelson and the others were 

this capable of dealing with someone like Commissioner Thompson.  

Senior Miller covered his swollen face with a horrible expression on his face.  

He realized he had no chance to reclaim his pride for the rest of his life.  
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“Mr. Torres, Director Torres, Vice Head Hardy, Head Balmer…  

“We’re all citizens of Flutwell!  

“It’d be better for our futures if we work together!”  

Ai could not stand back and watch any longer.  

After all, he and Clyde Osborne would be in deep trouble if Commissioner Thompson was d

ealt with.  

The Torres family would surely put the blame on them.  

If that were to happen, Ai would have to give Clyde and the Thompson family a statement.  

Even if he were the leader of the Capital Gang, he would still end up horribly!  

Even though Ai was filled with fear, he had no choice but to step up.  

“We’re at fault for what happened tonight!  

“We were ignorant! We were the ones who came for Sir York!  

“We’ll take back everything we said before!  

“We’re also willing to pay 1.5 million dollars as compensation!  

“I only ask 

Sir York and everyone else here to take a step back and bury the hatchet for the sake of Prin

ce Osborne. How does that sound?”  

As expected from a gang leader. Ai knew exactly when to flaunt his strength and when to hu

mble himself.  

After all, he was quite well–versed in tactics like this.  



The wealthy lady from a second–

rate family was showing weird expressions on her face. They had seen so many things that c

hallenged their judgment that night.  

She never thought that the high and mighty leader 

of the Capital Gang would actually bow to someone else.  

She only showed blatant disdain on her face as she glared at Harvey.  

‘Even Mr. Kamino himself is humbling himself at this point!  

‘Why isn’t the kept man mediating the situation at this point?!  

‘Does he think that this all happened because of him?!  

‘Without all of these prominent figures, without Rachel keeping him safe…  

‘Does he think he can achieve something like this?!  

‘He would’ve kneeled with his tail between his legs by now!‘  

The wealthy lady completely looked down on Harvey at that moment.  

“Mr. Kamino, right?  

Nelson seemed calm when he spoke decisively.  

“I apologize. None of us are allowed to be the better person here tonight…  

“The law comes first.”  

Chapter 3522  

Nelson Torres‘ face was devoid of any smile. Only a stern look was showing on him, 

as if he represented the law itself.  

“If  



you went against the Torres family or me, we would’ve let it slide for 

the sake of Prince Osborne.  

“But since you went against Sir York, you said and did things that you shouldn’t have let me 

hear or see…  

“I can’t afford to let this slide for the sake of justice and fairness!  

“Commissioner Thompson will resign tomorrow!  

“Of course, if you have nothing to fear, you can just ignore the fact that I’ll be conducting th

orough investigations on every single one of you here.”  

Commissioner Thompson’s eyes frantically twitched.  

‘Nothing to fear?!‘  

He knew full well about the things he did.  

He would surely suffer if he were investigated.  

Compared to that, he would rather just give up his position without making a fuss  

about it.  

Without a second thought, Commissioner Thompson’s face was filled with pain and unbridle

d rage.  

He wanted to lash out. He wanted to beat up every single person in sight…  

But he would not dare to do so.  

If he did, he would not just lose his position then…  

He would also probably lose his life in the process.  

Ai Kamino’s eyes twitched after seeing the sight.  



“Are you really going to disrespect Prince Osborne like this?” he asked instinctively.  

“Do you really intend to go against him?”  

He desperately tried to give Commissioner Thompson looks.  

Commissioner Thompson hesitated before he finally went all out!  

“Mr. Torres, even if you don’t care for Prince Osborne, at least think of Young Master Thomp

son himself!  

“I’m his trusted subordinate!  

“Aren’t you scared of him taking revenge against you?  

“There’ll be dire consequences if this keeps going!”  

Harvey York chuckled after 

hearing Ai and Commissioner Thompson’s desperate attempt at saving their own skins.  

“Young Master Thompson?  

“Are you talking about Hector Thompson, one of the Four Young Masters of Wolsing?”  

Commissioner Thompson froze. He did not expect that Harvey would know Hector.  

“That’s right! That’s him!” he exclaimed coldly.  

Harvey smiled.  

“Good.  

“You may not know this, but he means nothing to me.”  

Kayden Balmer and Rachel Hardy were showing cold glares after hearing Harvey’s  

words.  



“With this, I announce that the Capital Gang is now the Hatchet Gang’s enemy!” exclaimed K

ayden after taking a step forward.  

“Whoever is involved with them will also be considered an enemy.  

“I announce that Commissioner Thompson and the Capital Gang will also be regarded as an 

enemy to Longmen’s Law Enforcement!  

“The disciples of Longmen who has connections with them will be punished accordingly!  

“I want to see how you’ll take revenge against us this time!”  

Nelson gave out a chuckle after hearing those words.  

“Since we’re here, the Torres family will cut off all contact with Commissioner Thompson and

 the Capital Gang!  

“The people with them are our enemies as well!”  

Ai and Commissioner Thompson’s faces instantly darkened after hearing the trio’s  

calm yet decisive words.  

They were destined to suffer!  

Chapter 3523  

Kayden Balmer was not hard to deal with…  

Rachel Hardy was not to go against either…  

But with the Torres family…  

Clyde Osborne would probably be fine.  

But Commissioner Thompson would definitely have to give up his position.  



Ai Kamino’s Capital Gang would also be completely 

taken down. The Gang of Six was definitely about to change.  

Both of them could not accept that fact…  

But they had no way to escape from the situation either.  

“You’re not going to convince them otherwise, Harvey York?!  

“These prominent figures are declaring an all–

out war because of you! What do you think you’ll get out of this?!  

The wealthy lady kicked in 

the stomach could not help but speak up. Her gaze was filled with hate and resentment as s

he glared at Harvey.  

“You’ve already gotten so much out of this because of your woman!  

“Don’t you know when to stop?!  

“Do you know how many people will die if these people go against each other?! Flutwell will

 be thrown into chaos!  

“Not only are you not de–

escalating things, but you’re also just standing there watching the show! You’re just making 

things worse!  

“Don’t forget! Commissioner Thompson belongs to one of the top ten families! 

Mr. Kamino also has the support of the Osborne family!  

“They already revealed their identities at this point!  

“Do you still think they’re easy targets or something?!  

“If they actually go against each other, a small fry like you wouldn’t be able to fix it even if y

ou die a hundred times over!  

“Listen to me!  



“Know your limits and stop while you still can!”  

Naturally, the lady wanted Harvey to step out and mediate 

the situation so everyone could have an out.  

If not, she would also have a pretty horrible life ahead of her.  

More importantly, she despised show–offs like the person before her the most.  

‘Where does he get all his courage from?  

‘Doesn’t he realize that he’s just a plaything for the prominent figures here?  

‘He thinks he’s a part of them after getting lucky enough to be kept!  

‘And he’s showing off in front of all these people here!  

‘What a joke!‘  

As a wealthy lady with a solid background, she could not accept the fact that a kept man wa

s trampling all over her.  

Ai immediately came to his senses after hearing the lady’s words.  

He glared at Harvey coldly and exclaimed, “That’s right! You did all this!  

“It’s only fair that you deal with it!  

“If not, you won’t be able to bear the consequences of an all–out war in Flutwell!  

“Stop while you still can!  

“Stop causing trouble to the Torres family, Longmen’s Law Enforcement, and 

the Hatchet Gang!”  

Ai showed an earnest look on his face.  

Apparently, he did not want to go against all of those people.  



But at this point, he had no other choice but to move forward.  

If he quietly snuck away, then Clyde would instantly kill him off.  

Ai knew full well just how he would react.  

Clyde would most definitely not treat incompetent people like him well.  

That was why he decided to go against Harvey instead of Nelson Torres and the others.  

He was desperately hoping that Harvey would compromise.  

Chapter 3524  

“Stop while I can?  

Harvey York showed a curious look on his face.  

Soon after, he calmly sized up Ai Kamino,  

“Things are only just starting. After getting this many people 

involved, I’d feel bad if I ended it right now.  

“That said, you’re right about one thing. I shouldn’t be causing trouble to the others here.  

Harvey took out his phone with a smile on his face.  

“I’ll deal with the Capital Gang on my own instead.”  

“Oh? Is there a point for you to show off in front of us?  

“Are you going to deal with the Capital Gang?  

“Are you even worthy?  

The wealthy lady scoffed with a derisive look on her face.  



“Without the Torres family, Longmen’s 

Law Enforcement, and the Hatchet Gang, how else are you supposed to show off?  

“With your mouth? Or with that tiny brain of yours?  

“What can you even do?  

She glared at Harvey coldly.  

‘A man who doesn’t belong to either the top 

ten families or the five hidden families, a man whom I haven’t even seen 

in the upper social circle, dares to go against the Capital Gang?  

‘What a damn joke!‘  

Ai, Commissioner Thompson, Senior Miller, and the 

other beautiful women crossed their arms with playful looks on their faces.  

‘What’s the meaning of this?‘  

‘Can a kept man even show off like this in this day and age?‘  

‘He wants to deal with the Capital Gang?‘  

‘He must be joking!‘  

Nelson Torres and the others instinctively looked at Harvey.  

At that moment, they knew full well that Harvey was not just bluffing.  

They, Nelson especially, wanted to see who was supporting Harvey.  

That was why he wanted to have a taste of Harvey’s strength.  

“I’ll give you one chance.”  

Harvey dialed a number before calmly speaking up.  



“If you can destroy the Capital Gang within half an hour and make them lose everything the

y have…  

“I’ll take back what I said and reinstate your position.”  

Harvey hung up on his phone after.  

Those simple words were filled with utter dominance.  

The crowd was completely shocked. They could not accept the fact that Harvey was the one 

who said something like this.  

‘What is he planning to do?‘  

‘Is he trying to raid the Capital Gang or something?‘  

The beautiful women became sluggish. They thought they heard wrong.  

Soon after, their faces were filled with doubt.  

‘Without the Torres family, Longmen’s Law Enforcement, and the Hatchet Gang…‘  

‘What can Harvey even do?! What a joke!‘  

‘Doesn’t he know that there are three thousand people in the Capital Gang?‘  

‘He needs thousands of men even to have a fighting chance!‘  

‘Stop dreaming already!‘  

“How naive!”  

Ai snorted a cold chuckle, as if he did not take Harvey’s words to heart.  

‘He wants to destroy the Capital Gang?  

‘He must be joking!  



‘Nelson and the others might be able to do this if they go all out…  

‘But Harvey wants to do this with just a single phone call?  

‘Keep dreaming!‘  

Everyone believed that Harvey was just bluffing at this moment.  

The wealthy lady perked up her chest while coldly chuckling at Harvey.  

“Do you understand where the Capital Gang’s Safflower Fighters live? Do you?  

“Do you even know how much property and shareholders the Capital Gang owns?”  

 


